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The Narrows

Canyoneering

One of Utah’s most famous backcountry routes is this remarkably fun
hike down the Virgin River (p58). It’s deceptively easy at first, but once you hit the
confluence with Deep Creek you’ll be glad
you brought that walking stick. By day two
you’ll be wading through chest-deep pools,
the echoes of the rushing water growing
louder and the dark canyon squeezing
tighter until you reach Wall Street, where
the sheer sandstone buttresses shoot up a
neck-craning 1500ft. No permit? No
worries: day hikers can get wet too.
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Canyoneering is that perfect combination of adventure, problem-solving,
unsettling beauty and commitment. And
indeed, it’s that last element that gives
the sport its particular thrill – for once
you rappel into a serious canyon, there is
generally only one way out. Luckily, the
remarkable diversity of chasms in Utah
means that you don’t always need a rope
or wetsuit to find yourself in some hidden
corner of the earth. Get a taste at Escalante’s Dry Fork (p142), which contains
three nontechnical slots all within walking
distance of one another. Below: Peek-a-Boo
canyon (p143)
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Moab is one of the
mountain-biking capitals of the world, where
the desert slickrock surrounding the town makes a
perfect ‘sticky’ surface for
knobbly tires. Challenging
trails ascend steep bluﬀs,
twist through forests and
slam over 4WD roads
into the wilds of canyon
country. And you’ll surely
redefine adventure after
treading the roller-coaster
rock face of the Whole
Enchilada (p205). There’s
a reason why some Moab
hotels have a shower for
bikes. One trip and you’ll
be hooked.
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Fairyland Loop

Fiery Furnace

The sorbet-colored,
sandcastle-like spires
and hoodoos of Bryce
Canyon pop like a Dr Seuss
landscape. Though the
smallest of Utah’s national
parks, this is perhaps the
most immediately visually
stunning, particularly at
sunrise and sunset when
an orange wash sets the
otherworldly formations
ablaze. Search for the
perfect panoramic photo
op from the Rim Trail, or
let your imagination work
overtime on the aptly
named Fairyland Loop
(p112), an all-day foray that
gets up close and personal
with wildly shaped hoodoos and ancient bristlecone pines.

Eroded over millions of
years, Arches’ namesake formations elegantly
defy gravity and struggle
against the passage of
time. A hike through the
desert to Delicate Arch –
the unoﬃcial state symbol
– is de rigueur for any firsttime visitor, but if you want
to walk on the wild side,
sign up for a guided tour
through the sandstone
labyrinth known as the
Fiery Furnace (p198). It’s
composed of giant fins and
spectacularly narrow canyons – you’ll be scrambling
your way through one of
the most improbable natural mazes on the planet.
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Mountain Biking
Moab
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The climb to Angels
Landing (p54) in
Zion Canyon is among
the most memorable day
hikes in Utah, if not North
America. The 5-mile trail
hugs the face of a towering
cliﬀ, snakes through a
cool canyon and climbs up
Walter’s Wiggles (a series
of 21 sharp switchbacks)
before finally ascending a
narrow, exposed ridge –
where steel chains and
the encouragement of
strangers are your only
friends. Your reward after
reaching the 5790ft summit? A lofty view of Zion
Canyon, and some unreal
photos of your vertigodefying adventure.
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Angels Landing
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